News published in the various news papers.

**GOING digital? Click on to Osmania app for more info**

**Time Of India**

**Conrad Jothi**

The Osmania Bank has launched a mobile banking application called Osmania Mobile. The mobile application allows customers to check their balance, make transfers, pay bills, and more.

**Keshalesh Vakharasanthi Mobi Kay Puscha Osmania Osmania Purna**

The article discusses the launch of the Osmania Mobile app and its features. The app allows users to check their balance, transfer funds, pay bills, and more. The article also mentions the benefits of using mobile banking and how it can improve financial transactions for users.

**www.mahawebs.com**

The website mentioned in the article is likely a platform where users can download the Osmania Mobile app or find more information about it.

**Keshalesh Vakharasanthi Mobi Kay Puscha Osmania Osmania Purna**

This section of the article likely provides additional details or context about the Osmania Mobile app, possibly including user testimonials or case studies of how the app has benefited users.

**9:33 PM**

The timestamp indicates the time the article was published or updated.
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The website mentioned in the article is likely a platform where users can download the Osmania Mobile app or find more information about it.

**Keshalesh Vakharasanthi Mobi Kay Puscha Osmania Osmania Purna**

This section of the article likely provides additional details or context about the Osmania Mobile app, possibly including user testimonials or case studies of how the app has benefited users.
Formal Inauguration for launching of the android mobile application with the hand of Hon. Collector, Osmanabad.

Launching of “Cashless Osmanabad @ mobile“ apps with the hands of Hon. Collector, Osmanabad, Dr. Prashant Narnavare. Participation of Arvind Latkar, Dy. Collector, Resettlement, K. B. Kondekar, DIO, NIC, P. N. Rukme, ADIO, NIC, Osmanabad.
Hon. Collector appreciating to K. B. Kondekar, DIO, NIC Osmanabad for development of the Mobile apps

Hon. Collector appreciating to P. N. Rukem, ADIO, NIC Osmanabad for development of the Mobile apps
Presentation of the “Cashless Osmanabad @ mobile “demo my K. B. Kondekar, DIO, NIC, Osmanabad to all dignitaries and participants.
Addressing speech by Arvind Latkar, Dy. Collector, Resettlement, Collector Office Osmanabad to all participants.

Addressing speech by Dr. Prashant Narnavare, Hon. Collector, Osmanabad to all participants.
Participants involvement in the Workshop